
In this solution we use tomcat instead of other web/application servers

1) Remote login to your EC2 instance and execute the following command.
sudo apt-get install tomcat7 (This installs tomcat)

2) Create and attach EBS volume from web portal dashboard. EBS should be in same AZ as the EC2 
instance. Use the snap shot below for reference.

3) After creation goto Actions and attach the EBS to the EC2 instance. 
4) Again on the remote login session execute the following commands:

lsblk (this command to list volumes)
sudo mkfs -t ext3 /dev/xvdf  (where  /dev/xvdf is the new volume name as listed with lsblk cmd)
sudo mkdir /mnt/abc (create new directory /mnt/abc to mount the new volume)
sudo mount /dev/xvdf /mnt/abc (this command mounts the volume in the newly created dir)
sudo mkdir /mnt/abc/tomcat-deploy (create new directory to place web app files)
sudo cp –r /var/lib/tomcat7/webapps/ROOT /mnt/abc/tomcat-deploy

5) Edit tomcat configuration files to change deployment dir from webapps to /mnt/abc/tomcat-
deploy. Open the file using ‘vi’ (vi /etc/tomcat7/server.xml) and make the below change:

<Host name="localhost"  appBase="/mnt/abc/tomcat-deploy"

Open the file ‘vi /mnt/abc/tomcat-deploy/ROOT/index.html’ and put some text that identifies this  
instance when this web page will be loaded.

6) sudo service tomcat7 restart (Restart tomcat)
7) Create image of EC2 instance (EBS snapshot will be automatically created)



Use the below snapshot for 
reference.

8) Goto IMAGES -> AMIs and launch new instance with AMI in different zone.
Use the below snapshots for reference.

  
9) Repeat tomcat EBS mounting related and tomcat related steps for this new EC2 instance.



10) Create Load balancer. Use snapshots below for 
reference.





After adding the instance in the load balancer it takes some time to check the health of the 
instances attached. Once the setup is ready you see Status as 2 of 2 instances in service(shown 
in the last snapshot)

To test the setup use the public DNS Name of load balancer and make a request typing the 
following in the browser :
http://<public dns name>:8080
Refresh the page multiple times or use different browser for multiple requests.
You should now be able to differentiate the serving instance based on instance specific text you 
put in the index.html file 


